Roofing & Cladding Accessories

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS IN CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS
As a leading manufacturer for the construction industry, CPG has a strong focus on roofing, cladding, and rendering solutions. Our range of ancillaries offer fully compatible solutions and can be supported by our bespoke roofing specification service offered by our in-house technical team. Our brands are designed to meet our customer requirements and will always conform to the latest industry standards.

Roofs are subject to ever changing weather conditions and our CPG brands ensure that structures are built to last. Our offering makes roofing and cladding simple, the wide range of certified products and systems are based upon advanced chemistry and come fully supported by technical excellence.

CPG solutions also offer one key benefit, we can supply you with your complete solution from one source, so when you work with CPG you can be assured that you are choosing a proven and trusted partner.

WHY USE CPG?

Reassurance
Work with trusted construction brands.

Performance
Products specifically formulated for compatibility.

One Contact
One point of contact for a wide range of solutions.

Technical Support
Advice in Planning and on-site.

Training & Workshops
Develop your product knowledge through our CPG Training Academy.

Our Network
A UK network of trusted specialist distributors.

ILI BRUCK SP025
ILI BRUCK ME010
ILI BRUCK FA600
ILI BRUCK FS500

TREMCO SG635
ILI BRUCK OS111
ILI BRUCK TP600
ILI BRUCK FA880
NULLIFIRE FV060
**ILLBRUCK FA880 PREMIUM NATURAL STONE SILICONE MATT**

FA880 is a one component, low slump silicone completely free of any ingredients likely to cause migratory staining to natural stone. FA880 is classified according to EN15652 for use in cold climates.

- Good resistance to UV light, ageing and weathering
- 50% movement accommodation factor
- Rapid curing formulation - skins within 10-20 minutes

**ILLBRUCK FS125 LM PREMIUM FRAME AND FAÇADE SILicone**

FS125 is a one-part, neutral curing, low modulus, low odour silicone sealant suitable for perimeter joint sealing applications with high movement capability. Available in 380ml cartridges.

- Meets the requirements of EN ISO 1160 G&F 25LM
- Long-term resistance to weathering, ageing and extra UV protection
- Low modulus formulation ensures minimum stress at joint faces

**ILLBRUCK FS500 FRAME AND FAÇADE SILICONE**

FS500 is ideal for use in expansion & curtain wall joints, perimeter joints around windows or doors, panel joints between most common substrates, heel and toe beads, poly-carbonate glazing and other general joint sealing applications.

- High movement capability
- Low modulus formulation ensures minimum stress at joint faces
- Easy to tool into place and smooth off

**ILLBRUCK ME010 FAÇADE UV AND FIRE MEMBRANE**

ME010 is a water and airtight but vapour permeable polyester based breather membrane – used either as a full façade application or in narrower widths as a window perimeter interface seal.

- Class B-s1, d0 to EN13501-1 • fixed to Class A2-s1, d0 mineral wool insulation or sheathing board. Tested with SP025 adhesive as a fire rated membrane system
- Airtight and weather-tight

**ILLBRUCK SP025 FIRE MEMBRANE ADHESIVE**

SP025 Fire Membrane Adhesive is chemically neutral and low odour during and after curing.

- Tested with ME010, as a fire rated membrane system to Class B-s1, d0 to EN13501-1
- UV and rain resistant, isocyanate and silicone free, odourless
- Excellent bonding even with slightly damp surfaces

**ILLBRUCK PU010 PANEL ADHESIVE**

PU010 is a rapid curing gun grade polyurethane adhesive. A modern alternative to dot and dab adhesives, it is ideal for the rapid installation of plasterboard, insulation, or acoustic panels, EIFS, roof decking and similar sheet materials.

- Expands to fill gaps, cavities and uneven surfaces
- Compatible with a wide range of common building substrates
- An easy alternative to mortars and dry wall adhesives

**ILLBRUCK OS111 BITUMINOUS SEALANT**

OS111 is a bituminous sealant and adhesive that can be applied on damp, wet or submerged surfaces.

- Excellent Adhesion
- Ideal for repairing guttering and felt roofs
- Long-term resistance to weathering, ageing and UV

**ILLBRUCK TP600 COMPRIBAND**

The illbruck range of impregnated foam tapes are an innovative method of sealing a wide variety of movement joints. TP600 is the perfect product for window perimeter seals and other applications.

- 15 year performance guarantee
- Weather seal for wind-driven rain
- Breathable - for vapour diffusion
**NULLIFIRE FS702 INTUMASTIC FIRE RESISTANT ACRYLIC SEALANT**

FS702 Intumastic is a water-based acrylic sealant which cures to give a firm but flexible fire seal. Suitable for use in various construction joints offering up to 30% movement capability whilst providing excellent acoustic and air seal.
- Up to 4 hours fire resistance - tested to EN 1366-3 and BS 476 Pt 20-22
- Acoustics up to 55dB
- Air seal up to 2,000Pa

**NULLIFIRE FS703 FIRE RESISTANT SILICONE SEALANT**

FS703 is a low modulus, neutral cure, silicone sealant, suitable for linear gaps sealing in order to reinstate the fire performance in compartment walls and floors.
- Up to 4 hours fire resistance - Test to EN 1366-4
- Tested in gaps 10-220mm
- Excellent tooling properties, UV & weather resistance

**NULLIFIRE FS709 HP INTUMESCENT SEALANT**

Designed to close off gaps and penetrations in compartment walls and floors, to provide up to 4 hours fire resistance.
- Up to 4 hours fire resistance - tested to EN1366-3 and EN1366-4
- Tested with combustible pipes up to 125mm, insulated non-combustible pipes up to 160mm, cables, cable trays/ladders/baskets (up to 500mm), cable bundles (up to 100mm)

**NULLIFIRE FF197 FIRE RATED PU CONSTRUCTION FOAM**

FF197 is a modified, single component, fire rated polyurethane foam. Used to seal door frames and linear gaps throughout the fire rated areas of a building.
- Gaps up to 35mm (fire door)
- Tested to BS EN 1366-4 (linear gaps) : up to 4 hours fire resistance

**NULLIFIRE FV060 VENTILATED FAÇADE CAVITY CLOSER**

Rain screen cladding systems are designed to allow free air flow and the drainage of moisture, whilst preventing damp and mould growth.
- Up top 60 minutes fire resistance - Tested to BS EN 1363-1, ROTA TR 31
- Weatherproof and UV resistant
- Can be installed prior to cladding installation

**TREMCOR AW421 INDUSTRIAL CLEANER**

AW421 is a powerful solvent-based cleaning solution for dissolving and removing mastic, adhesives, and sealants.
- Removes most adhesive & sealants
- Cleaner for tools & equipment
- Thinner for solvent-based adhesives

**TREMCOR SG365 STRUCTURAL GLAZING SPACER**

SG365 is designed to give a specific gap thickness for structural silicone in structural glazing systems. The open cell nature of the foam allows curing of structural silicone.
- High shore hardness giving guaranteed joint thickness
- For use in rooflight manufacturer
- Fast recovery from compression
- Available in a range of widths and thickness’s to suit a range of structural systems
OUR SERVICES

GOING THE EXTRA MILE WITH CPG UK

Our range of ancillaries are only one piece of the jigsaw puzzle when it comes to CPG roofing, cladding and rendering solutions. The systems provided by CPG UK provide long-term protection for simple, detailed, or intricate roof and cladding details.

Our support extends far beyond keeping buildings dry, safe, and sustainable. By earning the trust of building owners and managers, we are able to help all parties involved maximise the return on their facility investments through a comprehensive approach that includes project planning and long-term asset management.

Our experienced team is on hand to help with project and specification needs – ensuring that right roofing, cladding or rendering solution is selected and installed with confidence. For more information, please contact hello@cpg-europe.com

PRODUCT RANGE

Our product range is unique, in terms of its performance levels, its range of application and its extent. Equally unique is the inter-compatibility of our range: this extends from adhesive to tape, to membrane, to fire resistant foam.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our full range of services are centred around providing solutions to specific onsite and offsite construction requirements. We provide technical support for your project, and offer online tools to support in every day tasks.

DISTRIBUTION

Depending on your business and market, we offer direct purchase or via our distribution partners.

PARTNERSHIPS

At CPG Europe, our goal is to build long term relationships with high added value.
CPG Europe manufactures high performance building materials in order to solve the complex challenges faced by today’s construction industry. With over 1,400 employees across Europe, we are committed to shaping a world where buildings and structures save energy, last longer and exceed sustainability benchmarks.

Delivering World-Class Construction Product Solutions.

The product brands housed within CPG Europe cover a wide array of different construction needs and provide a wealth of complex services, support and systems that are rarely found together under one roof.

- **Sealing, bonding & insulation**
  - Window Insulation, Façade Construction, Exterior Insulation & EIFS, Structural & Inplant Glazing
- **Passive fire protection**
  - Intumescent Coatings, Fire Stopping
- **Flooring**
  - Seamless Resin Flooring, Subfloor Preparation, Car Parking Structures
- **Waterproofing**
  - Potable & Waste Water Industry, Balconies, Podia & Terraces, Basements & Foundations
- **Roofing**

Europe’s leading construction products brands...